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МОЖНО ЛИ СПАСТИ СР-ИНВАРИАНТНОСТЬ?

Л.Палый

Р е з ю м е

Показано, что наблюдаемые СР-неиивариантные эффекты

в распадах нейтральных К-мезоно» можно объяснить • рамках

СР-инвариантноети, рассматривая модель с новыми 9с -мезо-

нами рождающиеся когерентно с К -мезонами придавая пере-

ходам между Ж с и К -мезонами в вакууме существенную

роль. В отличие от теории с СР-нарумением зарядовая асим-

метрия в распадах К^'и'С » в зависимости от стран-

ности начального пучка отличается знаком. Обращается вни-

мание на т о , что для окончательной проверки несохранения

СР-инвариантности необходимо измерить и зарядовую асиммет-

рию в распадах Ktm~*7Ttt^ в зависимости от странности

начального пучка. ~*1
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CAN С? JNVARIANCE BE SAVED?

L.Palgi

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1964 the discovery of the two-pion decay mode of

the long-lived component of the neutral kaon bean /1/ was

immediately accepted as evidence against CP invariance.

Later on this opinion became still stronger as with

the appearance of new experimental data various attempts

to incorporate the strange decays of kaons with' CP inva-

riance were proved wrong one after another. The survey and

discussion can be found in Ref. /2/. After all the diffe-

rence in the decay distributions of К and К mesons

was established /3/. It is considered as a direct proof,

independent of any theoretical conventions, that CP is

violated.

Nevertheless at present the problem of CP violation

(or CP conservation) is far from being understood. Assume

that CP is nonconserved. Then it is not easy to make a

choice between the alternative possibilities: the super-

weak interaction /4/ or some other model (for example

milli-weak or milli-strong interaction). The further search

for CP violating effects outside the neutral kaon system

or more precise search for the electrical dipole moment is.

needed, both being laborious tasks. Until these experiments

give no affirmative results all the data are consistent
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with superweak interaction. At the sane time one more
quite different explanation - the existence of additional
neutral kaons which can in the framework of CP invariance
explain seeming CP violating effects - is not entirely
excluded.

It is well known that earlier models with additional
kaons have already been proved wrong by interference ex-
periments behind a regenerator. A discussion of it can
be found, for example, in Ref. /2/ or /5/. The latest ex-
periments /3/ and /6/ confirmed the same. Some models with
additional kaons have been presented even later /5/, /7/,
but which still have their own drawbacks.

As interactions with matter of the hypothetical long-
lived CP-even component of neutral kaons must not essen-
tially differ from interactions with matter of the ordi-
nary long-lived CP-odd component /6/, in the case of the
Nikolaev and Ryndin model /5/ some quite artificial
assumptions are needed.

To an accuracy of a few per cent, half of K° pro-
duction events lead to XT decays. The model of Mawatari,
Nakamura, Nakazawa and Sato /7/, where on the basis of the
0(4) symmetry a quartet kaon and its charge conjugate
multiplet are deduced, is in contradiction with this
experimental fact.

Here we propose a CP-invariant model with additional
kaons which seems to be still consistent with the present
data of neutral kaon decays.

2. ASSUMPTIONS ON KAON SYSTEM

Trying to incorporate observed effects in neutral
kaon decaye with CP conservation we propose a new inter-
pretation based on the following assumptions:
(i) All interactions are CP invariant.
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(ii) There are partner particles 9£'* (strangeness -.*? * +1)
and '4s (strangeness S» -1) of К and K

8
 . *

(iii) The strong interactions and the masses of К and-X~

are equal.

(lv) In every ordinary reaction (target is made up of

nucleons) K
c
 and X

е
 are produced coherently as a super-

position AC »• * 3* . K° ар&^ЭС? are produced coherently

as a superposition AC* *" °** ̂ > .

(v) In every extraordinary reaction, which are charge con-

jugated to the ordinary reactions, (target is made up of

antinucleons) К and ЭС are produced coherently as a

superposition К -haL X • /<° and ЭС* are produced

coherently as a superposition К +• JC ЭС .

(vi) The coefficients ^ and >̂  are universal in all the

creation reactions and \"°i ~ \-**i -i .

(vii) The mixing through weak interactions between the CP-

even states K
i
 *"* 9t

f
 might be as effective as the self-

transitions K
t
 •-» /<

f
 and dt

1
 *-* .>f

f
. The mixing through

weak interactions between the CP-odd states к^**+ ,У1^±в

as effective as self-trans it ions ^А.~*КЬ
 a n d

 ^* •*•"*•

Assumptions (i), (ii) and (iv> are similar to those

in the Nikolaev and Ryndin /5/ model.

3. TIME DEVELOPMENT OF KAON STATE

The coupling between. K
f
 and 2€t ( Kz and 31^, )

through the weak interaction gives a time-dependent Schro-
dinger equation as a system of coupled equations (including
decay states). The solution of it in the Weisskopf and
Wigner approximation is a simple matrix equation:

Due to isotopical invariance the existence of •)£ and
partner particles of &*" and /<" , is also assumed.
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(1)

where yt7 is the kaon state vector and *m is the mass

matrix. On the basis

the mass matrix is in the following form

° ° \

О

О
О

О

(2)

(3)

where ^ and /<i ( t - 1, 2) are the complex self-

energies of K^ and ^ ; ^ denotes amplitude for

transitions /C. z£ Э{; .
The mass and lifetime eigenstates are two CP-even

superpositions of K
f
 and Xf and two CP-odd superpo-

sitions of K^ and dC^ :

(4)
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Л,
А
 s:

л,
where

Strangeness eigenetatee <
e
 , <*, K

e
and <K

e
are

the following mixtures in the terms of kaon mass and life

time eigenstatest

*" С
f

(6)

where K}
K
 denote

Coherent kaon superpositions, produced in ordinary

reactions aeet

к
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The observation of long-lived kaon decays into two

pions is now explainable as л^, two-pion decays.
x
 if

only the mass difference and the lifetime of Kfg, are

approximately the same as measured for the long-lived

kaon component. For that reason we suppose

(10)

whf re
 A

 S and A ^ are experimental values for .the

kat n short-lived and long-lived component.

Experiments verify that to an accuracy of a few per

cer,; half of kaon production events lead to short-lived

kaon decays and half of them to long-lived kaon decays.

To account this we require:
i . t s

lir

(11)

4. TWO-PION DECAYS OF LONG-LIVED KAONS

Under our assumptions the two-pion decays of long-

* The CP-violating 3#"-decays of the short-lived kaon
component are not expected in our model.
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lived kaona are explained as the *«ecays of the CP-even

long-lived component /Cfj. . The measurable quantity

л

is in our model

where
1 + ct C,t-

(14)

According to relations (10) we get an approximate

evaluation /5/ for £

/£/ a $•' 1O'Z. (15)

The same treatment is also valid for the decay into
two neutral pions and *J+- ж

 *7eo .

Let us now consider the interference effects in

vacuum in an experiment in which we start with a pure A

or K* beam. According to experiment /3/ the *7*V" inten-

sity is given by

f U
,

j
where ft • ti is appropriate for a beam initially made

up of К and Ct * - / is appropriate for a beam ini-
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tially made up of К •

Assuming that

c
1a

in our model we get (in the case of the ordinary kaon

creation reaction)

(18)

where Л = г/ £
Я
 appropriate for an initial kaon beam

with the strangeness S* + f ( /С*У-оС ЭС°) and Cl»-/

is appropriate for an initial kaon beam with the stran-

geness S - - i ( £° +bCXf.
For an incoherent mixture of kaon* with S-^/ and

5*"*/ at 1^=0 (in the case of the ordinary kaon
creation reaction) the 7TV~ intensity can be written as

- rmt) * tf>f*r(- r+t)
(19)

where

denote the kaon yields at
production with the strangeness S » f / and $*-/
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respectively.

The interference effect* in vacuum depend on the
creation reaction of kaons (see Subdivision 6.).

Let us now consider the interference effects behind a
thick regenerator. According to expressions (8), (9) and
(18) for a kaon initial beam with different strangeness
the following can be written:

(22)

The interference term in kaon two-pion decays behind
a regenerator does not depend on the strangeness of the
initial kaon beam /8/. This requires the similar structure
of expressions (21) and (22)t

oT= ot* ; UM<*. << f. (23)

As the strong interactions of 9C and ^ are the
same (assumption (iii)) I Or-I should not depend on
the thickness of the material traversed by the kaon beam
in a regeneration experiment /6/.

Thus in our model for explaining the observed effects
in kaon 1'W decays conditions (11), (15), (18) and (23)
must be satisfied.

Let us suppose that
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* (24)

then

CfA * - A * * " / ,
 (

25)

and the maee and lifetime eigenstate* are

(26)

- k
Assuming that

condition (18) \я always eatiefi \&. From relation (15) we

get the following estimation for he parameter of our

model

Then ibltC» 1 , J*»oC«/ and conditions (11)
and (23) are satisfied with sufficient accuracy.

(28) j
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5. CHARGE ASYMMETRY IN SEMILATONIC DECAYS

The charge aeymnetry д in semlleptonic decay*

is defined ast

where /» and /» are the decay rates to positive and

negative leptons, respectively. The average experimental

value /10/ is <f - (3,43*0,12).10"
3
.

Ir the theories with CP violation the charge asymnetry

0 does not depend on the strangeness of initial kaon beam.

Our model gives an essentially different result.

Let us investigate the semileptonic decay mode in our

model. Using Egs. (21), (22) and (25) and requiring the

selection rule Л S »dQ we obtain:

(30)

In Eq. (30) the upper sign is appropriate for an

initial kaon beam with the strangeness 5 • +1 and the

lower sign is appropriate for an initial kaon beam with

the strangeness S • -1. In the framework of the CP and

CPT invariance the ratio of amplitudes

is a ?:eal quantity, С < &< 1 .

Differently from the models with CP violation in our

model the charge asymmetry О depends on the strangeness

of the initial kaon beam. At present the comparision with

experiment is not possible, as existing experiments /10/

were performed with an initial neutral kaon beam where
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strangeness 5 - +1 states prevailed.

For an incoherent mixture of kaons with -S • +1 and

S * -1 at t• 0 the charge asymmetry is written as

where n is defined in (20).

6. ABOUT DISTINCTION BETWEEN PARTICLES AND

ANTIPARTICLBS

It is well known that the CP violation enables to

absolutely distinguish particles and antipartides. For

example it would be possible, at least in principle, to

communicate to Intelligent beings in outer space that our

atom is made up of a positively charged nucleus and nega-

tively charged electrons. That can be done, for instance,

in case these intelligent beings in outer space are able

to carry out one of the following experiments now known

to us: the study of charge asymmetry in k
L
 semileptonic

decays /9/ or comparison of the time distributions of the

decays К -+ТГ Tf~ and K
0
^Y^F" in the same appa-

ratus /3/. In our model the absolute distinction between

particles and antiparticlea is impossible.

The coefficient CL. (see Eq. (17)) and 4$Н$ in

dependence on the strangeness of the initial kaon beam

and on the creation reaction of kaons according to the

theory of CP-violation and our model compared with the

available experimental data are presented in Table below.

In the theories which violate CP invariance the coef-

ficient CL is independent of the kaon creation reaction

and it is possible to fix absolutely the strangeness of

the initial kaon beam and the charges of particles as well.
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LOCATION OF THE
LABORATORY

KAON CREATION
REACTION

STRANGENESS OF
.INITIAL KAON BEAM

(CP-VIOLATION

d 4 OUR MODEL

(EXPERIMENT

CP-VIOLATION

OUR MODEL

EXPERIMENT **

OUR WORLD

ORDINARY

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

-1

-1

+1

-1

EXTRAORD.

+1

+1

-1

+1

+1

•1

-1

+1

+1

-1

ANTIWORLD *

ORDINARY

+1

+1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

+1

-1

+1

EXTRAORD.

+1

+1

+1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

+1

i'
:
 t

An ordinary reaction in our world turns into an

extraordinary reaction in the antiworld and vice

versa. The definition of charge asymmetry, in an

antiworld of the same meaning as (29) is

T V )
Up to now there are no experiments with initially

pure &
c
 and K. beams made. In known experiments

(see Ref. /10/) the K
e
 part in initial beams is

obviously dominated.

"(*"у i» al-

In our model, according to assumptions ( iv) and ( v ) , the

coefficient a depends on the kaon creation reaction.

According to the theories with CP violation in neutral

kaon semileptonic decays the decay K
L
 •+• Т

ways a little more intensive than the decay f(
u
 -*

The positron and JIA* decays are favoured. This universal

asymmetry enables to absolutely distinguish particles and

antiparticles. According to our model the charge asymmetry

О depends on the strangeness of the initial kaon bean.
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So, as it is seen from Table, in our model the abso-

lute distinction between particles and antiparticles is

impossible as it must be when CT invariance is valid.

7„ CONCLUSION

Our model based on assumptions С i) - (vii) is still

consistent with present data of neutral kaon decays. Both

alternatives - CP violation and CP conservation - are up

to now in accordance with experimental data*

Is it reasonable, taking into account the general

view about CP-invariant models, to consider such a model

as an alternative explanation beside CP-violation? Kabir,

for example, writes /11/:"... no theory is likely to re-

concile the observed phenomena with the hypothesis of CP

invariance."

Fortunately no special experimental effort for making

choice between these two alternatives is needed. The mea-

surement of the charge asymmetry in K
L
 semileptonic

decays using pure K° and K.° initial beams is sufficient

for the time being. The characteristic consequence of the

theories with CP-violation - the independence of the charge

asymmetry on the strangeness of a neutral kaon beam - is

worthy of the experimental check-up. Besides it could bring

a result important not only for the kaon problem but also

for the general problem of the decaying particles /12/.

So we believe that the measurement of the charge

asymmetry in A^-*«cV decay in dependence of the.stran-

geness of the initial kaon beam is a necessary step in the

experimental research of the CP-problem.
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Можно ли спасти СР-инвариантвость?

Л. П а л ь г и, Институт физики АН ЭССР,

Препринт FI-40 (1975); 18 стр. (на английском

языке, рез. русск.).

Предлагается новая интерпретация системы каоиов, поз-

воляющая объяснить наблюдаемые эффекты в распадах нейт-

ральных К-мезонов в рамках СР-иивариантности.


